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SUPRASAFE
Perfect rain pene-
tration protection 
also when corbelled. 
Newly developed 
four-tile corner with 
patent pending 
interlocking cap (Patent-
Nr. 10 2009 013 194) 

SUPRAFLAT
for the lowest roof 
pitches from 10°. Direct 
return of the rainwater 
on the sloped trough 
surface. Double inter-
locking joint at the head 
and side.

SUPRAEFFICIENT 
Cost-effective for-
mat. Variable use. 
Safe in every position. 
easy to  handle. Perfect 
in appearance.

SUPRACOMPLETE
With extensive detail 
solutions in ceramic
 and non-ceramic 
designs.

SUPRARELIABLE
Optimised 4-way 
overlapping in the four-
tile corner, additional 
groove for tried and 
tested storm clips and  
series-production nail 
hole.

SUPRAVARIABLE
Variable length and 

side coverage for 
flexible roof design 
and easy handling.

SUPRAQUICK
Quick handling 

due to low number 
of tiles used from 

10 pcs per m2. 
High fit accuracy. 

SUPRABEAUTIFUL
elegant lines for a 
timelessly modern 

appearance. The dis-
creet contour 

creates a light and 
harmonious effect.

SUPRACOLOURED
exclusive colours in 

matt, semi-gloss and 
high-gloss finishes. 

for customised  
roof design.

SUPRALIGHT
Reduced weight  

and low stack 
height. Supplied 

in handy small 
packages. 

TIEFASUPRA®

Larger. Faster. Better. The new clay tile dimension.

Dimensions: approx. 478 x 288 mm 
Covering length: approx. 390 – 410 mm
Covering width: approx. 240 mm 
Required: from approx. 10.0 pcs/m2

Weight per pc.: approx. 4.3 kg 
Minimum roof pitch: 10° with sub-roof
Standard roof pitch: 22° according to ZVDH
Package contents: 280 pcs on euro-pallet 

Always the latest product specifications: 
https://www.laumans.de/en/tiefasupra/
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EF

ASUPRA
®  ... the ultimate clay tile

A f at roof tile setting new standards: TIEFASUPRA ®

Quality starts with unique design 
and its details.

Make the most of it:  uniquely 
beautiful roofs with that extra bit 
of safety
TIEFASUPRA® – the consistent redevel-
opment of the traditional TIEFA success 
models from Laumans. A fat roof tile 
that defines a new standard for techni-
cally mature roofs with all its improve-
ments of details. With outstanding 
visual performance. 

A true tile for the future that not only 
expresses its superiority and innova-
tion in the unrivalled rain tightness, 
particularly when corbelled, but also 
guarantees beyond that: visually and 
technically perfect roofs. TiefASUPRA® 
sets new standards in design and 
functionality and, therefore, is more 
up-to-date than almost every other tile. 
for enthusiastic architects, roofers and 
building owners.

Large, fast, good ... and reasonable
As a true large tile (10.0 pcs/m²) the 
TiefASUPRA® is not only extremely 
strong in its visual performance, but is 
also particularly cost-effective. 
With its low weight, easy-lay variability
and high fit accuracy, it also sets new 
standards in efficient handling.

Everything SUPRA
The sophisticated appearance of the 
roof tile is supported by a selection of 
shaped tiles precisely tailored to the re-
quirements of the TIEFASUPRA®, which 
guarantee the overall performance of 
the all-ceramic roof from a functional 
perspective. for unique architectural 
accomplishments and efficient construc-
tion.

Always on top
functional design in timeless col-
ours. All of the colours underline 
the extraordinary area effect of 
the tile and confirm the claim to
timeless design. for enduring 
values.

High-gloss or semi-gloss black, 
antique, red or xenon grey – all 
of our lively nuanced colours and 
surface finishes use their cha-
racteristic interplay of lights and 
shadows to emphasise the whole 
architecture. for an individually 
beautiful home.



Nr. 41 - Satin-grey

Natural Engobes
An engobe made of natural minerals is applied 
to the dried clay tile before firing. These fine 
clay slurries allows natural earth-coloured 
tones. During firing the engobe forms a per-
manent bond with the clay tile creating a lively 
nuanced interplay of colours.

Sinter engobes

Are refined by the addition of glass particles. 
The surface is significantly harder and therefore 
less sensitive to mechanical shocks and scratches. 
Besides, the denser surface has a dirt repellent 
effect similar to a glaze. Our Sinter engobes are 
vapour-permeable and characteristically semi-
glossy. 

Brilliant Glazes
Glazes are ceramic surface finishes changing 
the look of the tile. These glazes fuse when 
being fired and give the tile that vivid, glassy 
appearance.  The shimmering hues of different 
intensity ensure a natural interplay of colours. 
We consciously call this look ‘nuanced’ since every 
clay tile turns out unique. 

Show your colours
Do you already know Laumans’ full colour and 
clay tile assortment? Apart from the Mulden-
Variabel we offer other tile types in a great 
variety of colours. 
Pick “your” colour from exquisite shades of 
blue and green or elegant red, brown and black 
tones. Match your roof individually with 
your house.

Our clay roof tiles are produced according to 
the DiN eN 1304 specifications and exceed the 
specified standards on many levels.
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No. 12 – Antique

No. 14 – Red

No. 30 – Xenon grey

No. 2
0 – Black (noble glaze)

Functional design 
in timeless colours. 

Add some glamour to your roof
Whether refurbishment or com-
pletely new roofing – with original 
Laumans clay tiles you always get 
the perfect roof. No matter if you 
have extensive architectural ambi-
tions or more cost-effective building 
plans – a Laumans clay tile roof is 
always the right choice: With unique 
surface finishes and expressive 
colours you can create the roof of 
your dreams, visually complete and 
technically perfect.

Cost-e
ffective format for variable uses: TIEFASUPRA ®
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Well-thought-out 
in every detail.

Laumans supply accessories precisely 
tailored to the TIEFASUPRA®, which 
turn your roof into a technically ma-
ture, genuine Laumans clay tile roof 
in all functional aspects (connection, 
safety, ventilation and ridge orna-
ments). Perfect in function – unbeat-
able in appearance. Naturally in any 
possible finish and colour. Laumans 
also produces bespoke detail solu-
tions to your individual requirements 
on request. Speak to your specialist. 

Original Laumans clay tile roof
The illustrations below show which 
areas of the roof a ceramic solution is 
to be striven for. Only the all-ceramic 
roof, from the eaves to the roof ridge, 
guarantees the unmistakable overall 
performance of a Laumans clay tile 
roof.

01. Ventilation tile

Additional surface 
ventilation in the eaves 
and ridge area and for 
roof structures.

02. Half tile

Width compensation 
for existing roofs or 
to cover roof structures 
and windows.

04. Ventilation pipe

Rain-tight venting 
for bathrooms and air 
outlet conduits above 
the roof. Also available 
as an antenna tile.

03. Double flap tile

Left-hand closer for 
ascending masonry or 
roof windows.

05. Verge tile

Visually compact closer 
to the side roof  plane 
and protection for the 
roof connection against 
driving rain.

06. Shed roof tile

finishing tile for all 
penthouse roofs. With 
90° angle as a standard 
shaped part. Other shapes 
according to of the roofer.

07. Ridge tile No. 1000

Perfect finishing tile 
for secure coverage of 
adjacent roof planes on 
the ridge and hip.

08. Ridge starting/
ending tile

elegant ridge formation as 
a starting and ending tile.

09. Hip starting tile

Shapely and functional 
design for the start of 
the hip.

12. Solar connection tile

Accessory tile for solar 
systems for penetration 
of the connection cable 
and pipework

11. Hip cap

All-ceramic covering 
of the transition between 
the ridge and hip. Suit-
able for roof pitches 
of 18 – 50°.

10. Universal shed 
roof tile

Universal cover with 
finishing tiles.

More accessories
Of course you can 
obtain more non-
ceramic accessories 
from Laumans for 
functional aspects 
like storm safety, 
snow guarding and 
solar energy use.
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Perfect 
performance: 
TIEFASUPRA®

First class roofs.

Would you like to know more? Just contact 
your roofer or specialist dealer or get in touch with 
Laumans – fast and without obligation. You will 
discover how to get the roof of your dreams.

Apart from the TIEFASUPRA® we offer other tile 
types in many shapes, colours and surface finishes. 
feel free to visit www.laumans.de and view our 
complete product range.

Gebr. Laumans GmbH & Co. KG
Stiegstraße 88, D-41379 Brüggen
Phone + 49 (0) 21 57.14 13 0
fax  + 49 (0) 21 57.14 13 39
info@laumans.de, www.laumans.de
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